A communication system comprises a terminal (10) with a network interface (100) for communicating with a communication network (14) via a link. The terminal (100) comprises a display screen (104) coupled to the network interface (100) for displaying images received form the network interface (100) and a camera unit (106) directed at a region from which the display screen (104) can be viewed. It is detected whether a face is visible in an image from the camera unit (106). A reduction and an increase of a bandwidth that is used to transmit image data via the link for controlling image content on the display screen (104), when a face is not detected and detected in the image respectively. Thus, more bandwidth is used for displaying images when it is detected that someone looks at the screen. In a mobile telephone for example this can be used to decrease bandwidth use towards the mobile telephone when the user uses the mobile telephone to show a "landscape" rather than his or her face.
Communication system with landscape viewing mode

The invention relates to a communication system with a terminal that contains a display screen and a camera unit. The invention also relates to a method of operating a communication system, to terminals for such a system and a communication network for use in such a system.

In recent years mobile video telephony has become increasingly popular. A mobile video telephone comprises a display screen and a camera unit that is directed at a region from which the display screen will be viewed. A user performs a call with such a mobile video telephone by looking at the display screen while the camera unit captures and transmits images of the user. Such mobile video telephones are also frequently used to show the "landscape" around the user, by directing the camera away from the user towards the "landscape" (i.e. any scene, natural or man-made around the user). As a side effect the display screen is also turned away from the user, so that the user cannot view it. Some mobile video telephones overcome this problem by using an additional display screen on the mobile video telephone on the side opposite the camera unit.

Video telephony requires a considerable amount of transmission bandwidth in the network. It is desirable to reduce the bandwidth use. It is in particular desirable to reduce bandwidth use in the wireless transmission parts of networks.

In video conferencing systems it is known to allocate bandwidth use dependent on user interest. As is well-known videoconferences typically involve more than two persons talking with each other, a video conferencing system allowing each participant to view one or more of the other participants. In simple video conferencing systems only the image of a current speaker is shown. In more advanced video conferencing systems images of other participants are shown as well. This requires considerable transmission bandwidth. However, it has been known to reduce the overall bandwidth by using relatively less bandwidth for images of non-speakers.

A video conferencing system is described in an article titled "User-interest Driven Video Adaptation for Collaborative Workspace Applications" by Jeremiah Scholl,
Stefan Elf and Peter Parnes and published in Networked Group Communication 2003 3-12. Scholl et al. describe the allocation of bandwidth for transmission from terminals on the basis of user interest from other terminals. A first terminal of a participant is made to transmit images of its participant using a larger bandwidth if it is detected that at least one participant displays these images in a focus window (and not in a secondary, non-focus window) at a second terminal.

Thus, effectively transmission bandwidth is allocated to a participant on the basis of votes from other participants. However, a vote on the basis of the mode of display on a second terminal means very little if the participant of the second terminal isn't looking at the videoconference at all. To avoid assigning undue importance to the mode of display, Scholl et al. propose to use "hints" to determine whether the participant is active, before assigning weight to the mode of display at the second terminal. One hint is generated by detecting motion in front of the camera of the second terminal. If there is no such motion, no weight is assigned to the mode of display at the second terminal, as a result less transmission bandwidth may be allocated to the first terminal.

From US patent No. 5,774,591 it is known to use face detection in connection with video conferencing (and many other applications). US 5,774,591 elaborately describes techniques for face detection and the measurement of properties of faces. Face detection is used to open a channel to a camera that produces an image wherein a face is detected, or wherein it is detected that the faces looks at the camera. Another application involves a data processing system wherein more processing resources are allocated to processes that produce image data in screen areas to which the gaze of a user is directed.

Face detection in general has been described in many publications, such as "Detecting Faces in Images: A Survey", by Ming-Hsuan Yang, David J. Kriegman and Narendra Ahuja, published in the IEEE transactions on pattern analysis and machine intelligence, Vol. 24, No.1 January 2002 pages 34-58.

Among others it is an object to reduce bandwidth use in a system with a terminal that comprises a display screen and a camera unit.

Among others it is an object to reduce bandwidth use in a system with a handheld terminal that comprises a display screen and a camera unit, such as a mobile video telephone.
Among others it is an object to reduce bandwidth use in a mobile telephone network that supports mobile video telephony.

Among others it is an object to reduce bandwidth use during "landscape viewing" with a terminal that comprises a display screen and a camera unit.

According to one feature the bandwidth used for transmission of image data to a target terminal for display on a display screen of the target terminal is increased and decreased dependent on whether a face has been detected or not by a camera unit of the target terminal respectively, the camera unit being directed at a region from which the display screen can be viewed.

A typical application is that when a user turns a handheld target terminal to capture a "landscape view". This action is detected from the fact that no face is visible in the image from the camera unit. Thereupon bandwidth via the link to the terminal is saved by reducing the bandwidth of image data for display on the display screen.

This feature is primarily intended for use other than videoconferencing situations, although it can of course also be used by a participant of a video conference for showing a landscape for example. In this case the target face (viewing) dependent bandwidth adjustment feature should be contrasted with videoconferencing feature wherein bandwidth is allocated merely based on the presence of a speaker at the source of the image data. It should also be contrasted with voting techniques wherein bandwidth is increased for video conferencing participants that are displayed predominantly at terminals where participants are present.

A method of operating a communication system is provided wherein the system comprises a terminal with a display screen coupled to a network interface for displaying images received form the network interface and a camera unit directed at a region from which the display screen can be viewed. During operation it is detected whether a face is visible in an image from the camera unit and a reduction and an increase of a bandwidth that is used to transmit image data for display on said display screen via the link when a face is not detected and detected in the image respectively. A typical application is that when a user turns the terminal to display a "landscape view" this is detected because no face is visible in the image from the camera unit. Thereupon bandwidth via the link to the terminal is saved by reducing the bandwidth of image data for display on the display screen.

In an embodiment the terminal is a handheld mobile telephone with a camera unit and a display screen. Face detection may be performed in the network so that a known terminal can be used. Alternatively face detection may be performed in the terminal, a signal
indicative of the face detection being sent via the link. Thus no extra face detection function is needed in the network. Similarly the bandwidth adjustment may be performed in the network, for example by means of transcoding of image data from a further terminal dependent on face detection so that a standard terminal, like another mobile telephone can be used to produce the original image data. Alternatively, the bandwidth may be adjusted in the further terminal dependent on fact detection for image from the target of the imaged data, for example by increasing the compression rate for compression of the image data or during transcoding. Bandwidth adjustment in the further terminal also reduces bandwidth use for communication with the further terminal. Methods of increasing and decreasing compression rate are known per se and include for example alternatives like converting to a lower spatial resolution, reducing temporal resolution of a stream of images, more coarsely quantizing data from the stream, switching to a different compression standard, omitting residue data and/or combinations of these techniques.

Preferably some image data, be it at a lowered bandwidth is supplied even if no face is detected. Thus, the image data can be made available for time-delayed viewing at the terminal after showing a "landscape", or for display on a further display screen at the rear of the terminal.

In a further embodiment a size of a detected face in said image is measured and the bandwidth is progressively decreased with decreasing measured size. Thus, less bandwidth is used when the image data is viewed from a greater distance. In a further embodiment face recognition is performed the bandwidth is decreased if the face of the user is not detected. Thus faces that are accidentally captured during landscape viewing will lead to less increase in bandwidth.

These and other objects and advantages of the invention will be described using non-limitative embodiments that are shown in the accompanying figures.

Fig. 1 shows a communication system;
Fig. 1a shows a communication system;
Figs. 2-3 show further communication systems;

Figure 1 shows a communication system with a first terminal 10, a radio interlace 12, a communication network 14 and a second terminal 16. First and second
terminal 10, 16 are coupled to communication network 14, the former via radio interface 12. In one embodiment first and second terminal are mobile video telephones. Preferably the system is, or comprises, a mobile telephone system, first terminal 10 being a handheld mobile telephone with a wireless radio link to radio interface 12, which may be a mobile telephone base station for example.

First terminal 10 comprises a local radio interface 100, a decompression unit 102, a display screen 104, a camera unit 106 and a face detector 108. Display screen 104 is coupled to local radio interface 100 via decompression unit 102. Camera unit 106 is coupled to local radio interface 100 via face detector 108. Camera unit 106 is directed so that it images a region of space in front of display screen 104 where a human user that views display screen 104 will be located. Although a separate decompression unit 102 and face detector 108 are shown, it should be understood that in practice the functions of these units may be performed by executing different programs on the same processing circuit. Alternatively separate circuits may be used, which are programmed to perform these functions or hardwired to do so. Moreover, although only a connection of camera unit 106 to local radio interface 100 via face detector is shown, it should be appreciated that usually camera unit 106 is also coupled to local radio interface 100 for transmitting image data from camera unit 106, typically after compression.

Second terminal 16 comprises a camera unit 160 coupled to a compression unit 162 that is in turn coupled to a network interface 164. Network interface 164 has an output coupled to a bandwidth control input of compression unit 162. In one embodiment second terminal 16 is similar to first terminal 10, network interface 164 being a radio interface and second terminal 16 comprising a display screen (not shown) also coupled to network interface 164. Although preferably a camera unit 160 is used as a source device for image data, it should be appreciated that alternatively other types of source apparatus, such a graphics image generator, may be used.

In operation, when a communications link through communication network 14 has been established between first and second terminal 10, 16, camera unit 160 of second terminal 16 captures a stream of images and sends electronic data that represent the stream of images to compression unit 162. Compression unit 162 compresses the electronic data and sends compressed data to network interface 164. Network interface 164 transmits the compressed data through communication network 14 to radio interface 12, which in turn transmits the compressed data to first terminal 10. Local radio interface 12 passes the
compressed data to decompression unit 102, which decompresses the compressed data and
uses decompressed data to control image display on display screen 104.

Camera unit 106 captures images of the region of space in front of display
screen 104 and feeds resulting image data to face detector 108. Face detector 108 detects
from the image data whether a face is present in the images and transmits control data that is
indicative of a result of said detection to second terminal 16 via communication network 14.
An SMS message may be used for example to transmit the control data if a telephone
network is used, this has the advantage that no adaptations of the network are needed, but any
other type of messaging may be used. The invention does not depend on the specific face
detection technique that is used. Any technique may be used for example any of the
techniques that are described in the publications mentioned in the introduction. Network
interlace 164 receives the control data and feeds the control data to the control input of
compression unit 162.

Compression unit 162 adapts the compression rate dependent on the control
data. When the control data indicates that a face has been detected in the image from camera
unit 106 of first terminal 10, compression unit 162 uses a first compression rate and when the
control data indicates that no face has been detected in the image from camera unit 106,
compression unit 162 uses a second, higher compression rate (so that less bandwidth is
needed when no face has been detected than when no face has been detected). Methods of
increasing and decreasing compression rate are known per se and include for example
alternatives like converting the image from camera unit 160 to a lower spatial resolution,
reducing temporal resolution of the stream of images from camera unit 160, more coarsely
quantizing data from the stream, switching to a different compression standard, omitting
residue data and/or combinations of these techniques.

Preferably, compression unit 162 operates on a mode-switching basis, by
supporting different modes of compression, with different compression rates (compressed
data bandwidth) and switching from a first mode with a first compression rate to a second
mode with a second compression rate, which is higher than the first compression rate
(produces image data that requires less bandwidth) upon receiving information indicating that
no face has been detected. Compression unit 162 switches back from the second mode to the
first mode upon receiving information that a face has been detected. In a first alternative,
automatic switching to the second mode may be used when no information that indicates that
a face has been detected has been received during a predetermined time interval. This
provides for minimal bandwidth. In a second alternative, automatic switching to the first
mode may be used when no information that indicates that no face has been detected has been received during a predetermined time interval. This provides for mixed use of first terminals that do and do not support face detection.

Network interface 164 receives the compressed data and transmits it through communication network 14. Radio interface 12 receives the compressed data from communication network 14 and transmits it to first terminal 10. Local radio interface 100 of first terminal 10 feeds the compressed signal to decompression unit 102, which decompresses the signal and uses it to control image display on display screen 104.

As can be appreciated has the effect that when no face is detected a reduction is made in the transmission bandwidth that is needed in the links between the terminals and network 14, as well as the bandwidth that is needed within network 14. The reduction results in reduced quality of the displayed image (or stream of images), which is expected to be acceptable when the image is not viewed. A typical application of this is when first terminal is used for "landscape viewing" by turning camera unit 106 and display screen 104 away from the user.

In one embodiment transmission of image data may be omitted entirely when no face is detected. However, preferably, at least some image data is transmitted. This data may be used for storage in a memory (not shown) in first terminal 10 for time-delayed viewing of an image from second terminal 16. In an embodiment a reduction of temporal resolution (fewer images per second) is used to increase the compression rate. The resulting loss of quality is more acceptable for time delayed viewing (which does not require a real-time experience) than if only a reduction of spatial resolution were used to realize the same compression rate.

Figure 1a shows an embodiment wherein first terminal 10 comprises a first and second display screen 104, 104a facing mutually opposite directions from first terminals 10 (that is the region from which second display screen 104a will be viewed is not within the field of view of camera unit 106). Second display screen 104a has a lower resolution than first display screen 104 and is used during "landscape viewing" By using transmission with increased compression rate when no face is detected it is ensured that updated images can be displayed on second display screen 104a. Preferably, in this embodiment the increase in bandwidth is at least partly realized by decreasing spatial resolution of the transmitted images. In a further embodiment further terminal switches off image display on second display screen 104a when a face is detected in the images from camera unit 106. In another embodiment further terminal switches on image display on second display screen 104a when
a face is detected in the images from camera unit 106. Thus power consumption by first terminal 10 can be reduced.

In another embodiment face detector 108 is arranged to measure one or more properties of the detected face, such as a size of the face (e.g. from a distance between detected eyes or the surface area of the face). In this other embodiment face detector 108 includes information on this or these properties in the control data. In this other embodiment compression unit 162 is arranged to adapt the compression rate on the detected properties, for example by increasing the compression rate (reducing the required bandwidth) with decreasing size of the detected face. Thus a size indication which can take any of N non-zero size values can be transmitted (N being an integer greater than one) and N (or N' with 1<\text{N'}<\text{N}) different compression rates may be used dependent on the size. This is useful for example when the user of first terminal 10 views display screen 104 from a greater distance. In this other embodiment preferably a reduction of spatial resolution is used with decreasing detected face size.

In a further embodiment the properties are compared with reference properties for a user of the first terminal 10. In this embodiment first terminal 10 transmits information to reduce the bandwidth also if a face is detected when the measured properties of the face differ by more than a threshold amount from the reference properties. This reduces the probability that appearance of a face other than that of the user in a landscape causes a return to high bandwidth transmission. Reference face properties may be stored for example after a learning phase in which a user shows his or her phase to camera unit 106 and face detection unit 108 extracts reference properties in the way it extracts the properties during normal use. The learning phase may be part of normal use while camera unit 106 faces the user, before first terminal 10 is turned for "landscape viewing". Alternatively a separate learning phase may be provided. It should be noted that perfect recognition is not needed. Any recognition may reduce bandwidth use. Properties that are useful for face recognitions include image data for pattern matching, ratios between eye distance and eye to mouth distance, face shape properties etc.

As an alternative to face recognition, other solutions may be used to reduce the probability that appearance of a face other than that of the user in a landscape causes a return to high bandwidth transmission. For example if motion of first terminal 10 is detected, first terminal 10 may transmit information to reduce the bandwidth even if a face is detected. Motion can be detected from the images from camera unit 106 or by a mechanical motion detector (not shown) in first terminal 10.
Preferably, local radio interface 100 transmits image data that represents a stream of images, including the images that are used for face detection, from camera unit 106 to network 14, for display at second terminal 16. Thus, during "landscape viewing" the landscape images are transmitted as well as used to decide whether the bandwidth for images in the opposite direction should be reduced. However, as an alternative the images that are used for face detection may not be transmitted from first terminal 10, for example if it has been indicated that these images are not needed at second terminal 16.

An embodiment has been described for use in landscape viewing with a mobile telephone terminal the bandwidth demand is reduced (preferably in a network/link that is arranged to use the freed bandwidth for other calls unrelated to the video call that is performed using the first and second terminal, or for data transmission). This bandwidth reduction technique may also be applied to videoconferencing applications, to save transmission bandwidth towards a user. However, it may be noted that this bandwidth reduction technique by itself wherein the face recognition is used to select image streams of one or more participant that will be displayed with maximum resolution (bandwidth) while reducing transmission of data from other participants.

Although an embodiment has been shown wherein face detection and compression are performed in different terminals, it should be appreciated that these functions may be performed elsewhere.

Figure 2 shows an embodiment wherein face detection and the increase of compression rate are performed in an interface 20 between network 14 and the radio link to first terminal 10. In this embodiment a transcoder 22 and a face detector 24 are used in interface 20. Transcoder 22 is coupled between network 14 and radio interface 12. Face detector 24 receives image signals from radio interface 12 and controls transcoder 22.

Transcoder passes signals from network 14 and radio interface 12, replacing image data by transcoded image data when face detector 24 signals that no face has been detected. In this case the transcoded compression data has a higher compression rate (lower bandwidth) than the image data from network 14. Any form of transcoding may be used, for example alternatives like converting the image to a lower spatial resolution, reducing temporal resolution of the stream of images, more coarsely quantizing data from the stream, switching to a different compression standard, omitting residue data and/or combinations of these techniques. The embodiment of figure 2 saves bandwidth on the radio link to first terminal 10, where bandwidth reduction is most critical. Moreover, no additional provisions for face detection and adaptive image coding need to be included in the terminals.
Figure 3 shows an embodiment wherein face detection and the increase of compression rate are performed in network interfaces (not in terminals 10, 16), but on different sides of network 14. A face detector 32 and a multiplexer 30 are included between network 14 and radio interface 12 to detect a face from image data from first terminal and to add information about face detection to data sent through network 14. A network interface 34 and a transcoder 36 are provided between network 14 and second terminal to control the compression rate dependent on whether a face has been detected. The embodiment of figure 3 saves bandwidth in network 14 as well as the radio link to first terminal 10. Moreover, no additional provisions for face detection and adaptive image coding need to be included in the terminals. It will be appreciated that a similar result can be obtained in an alternative embodiment wherein both face detection and transcoding are performed between network 14 and second terminal 16.

When the link between second terminal 16 and network 14 is also a radio link, face-detection-adaptive compression (and/or transcoding) are preferably performed in second terminal 16. This saves bandwidth in the link between network 14 and second terminal 16. It should be realized that face detection involves an image recognition process that may occasionally produce erroneous results (detecting a face when there is none, or detecting no face when there is one, even leaving aside the possibility that a user "plays" the system by disguising him- or herself etc.). Typically this is not a serious problem, since it merely leads to occasionally increased bandwidth use (detection when no face is present) or occasional loss of image quality (no detection when a face is present).

In a further embodiment first terminal 10 provides for user control of the activation and de-activation of the adaptive compression mechanism. In one embodiment pursuant to figure 1 first terminal 10 has a first and second user selectable mode, the first mode supporting automatic adaptation of the compression rate based on face detection and the second mode disabling the automatic adaptation (which corresponds to permanent face detection). In an pursuant to figures 2 and 3 first terminal 10 provides for the transmission of a mode control signal to the network interface on the side of network 14. The network interface is arranged to support a first and second user selectable mode dependent on the control signal, the first mode supporting automatic adaptation of the compression rate based on face detection and the second mode disabling the automatic adaptation (which corresponds to permanent face detection).

Although an embodiment has been described wherein first terminal 10 is a handheld mobile telephone, it should be appreciated that embodiments using other
communication equipment with a display screen and a camera unit are also possible. By using face detection on images from first terminal 10 to control bandwidth of images that are sent to first terminal 10, reducing bandwidth if no face is detected, overall bandwidth use in the communication system is reduced.
CLAIMS:

1. A communication system comprising:
   - a communication network (14);
   - a terminal (10) with a network interface (100) for communicating with the communication network (14) via a link, the terminal (10) comprising a display screen (104) coupled to the network interface (100) for displaying images received from the network interface (14) and a camera unit (106) directed at a region from which the display screen (104) can be viewed;
   - a bandwidth adjustment unit (162), arranged to adjust a bandwidth of image data that is transmitted through the link for controlling image content on the display screen (104), the bandwidth adjustment unit (162) having a bandwidth control input;
   - a face detection unit (108) arranged to detect a face in an image from the camera unit (106), the face detection unit (108) having an output suitable for coupling to the bandwidth control input, and arranged to make the bandwidth adjustment unit (162) adjust to a relatively higher and lower bandwidth when a face is detected and not detected respectively.

2. A communication system according to Claim 1, wherein said link is a wireless communication link.

3. A communication system according to Claim 1, the communication network (14) being or comprising a mobile telephone network, the terminal (10) being a handheld mobile telephone, said link being a link between a mobile telephone base station (12) and the terminal.

4. A communication system according to Claim 1, wherein the bandwidth adjustment unit (162) is located in an interface between a source of the image data and the communication network (14).
5. A communication system according to Claim 4, comprising a further terminal (16) with a network interface (164) for communicating with the communication network via a wireless link, the bandwidth adjustment unit (162) and the source of the image data (160) being located in the further terminal.

6. A communication system according to Claim 1, comprising a further terminal (16) with a source of the image data (160) and a network interface (164) for communicating with the communication network (14) via a further link, the bandwidth adjustment unit being coupled between said link and the further link.

7. A communication system according to Claim 1, wherein the face detection unit (108) is located in the terminal (16) between the camera unit (106) and the network interface (100) of the terminal (16).

8. A communication system according to Claim 1, wherein the face detection unit (108) is provided coupled between said link and the bandwidth adjustment unit (162).

9. A communication system according to Claim 1, wherein the face detection unit (108) is arranged to measure a size or area related parameter of a detected face in said image, and to cause the network interface (100) to transmit an indication of the measured parameter to the bandwidth adjustment unit (162), the bandwidth adjustment unit (162) being arranged to progressively decrease the bandwidth with decreasing measured size.

10. A communication system according to Claim 1, wherein the face detection unit (108) is arranged to perform face recognition and to cause the bandwidth adjustment unit (162) to decrease the bandwidth if no recognized face is detected.

11. A communication system according to Claim 1, wherein the terminal (14) comprises a further display screen (104a), the display screen (104) and the further display screen (104a) facing in mutually opposite directions from the terminal (14), the further display screen (104a) having a lower resolution than the display screen (104), the display screen (104) and the further display screen (104a) both being arranged to display images based on the image data.
12. A terminal apparatus (10) for use in communication with a further apparatus via a link, the terminal apparatus (10) comprising:
- a display screen (104);
- a camera unit (106) directed at a region from which the display screen (104) can be viewed;
- a face detection unit (108) coupled to the camera unit (106) and arranged to detect a face in an image from the camera unit (106);
- a communication interface (100) coupled between the link and the camera unit (106) and the display screen (104), and arranged to send a signal to cause reduction and increase of a transmission bandwidth of an image stream from the further apparatus through the link for controlling image content on the display screen (104), upon detection that a face has not been and has been detected in an image from the camera unit (106) respectively.

13. A terminal apparatus according to Claim 12, wherein said link is a wireless communication link.

14. A terminal apparatus according to Claim 13, wherein the terminal apparatus (10) is a handheld mobile telephone.

15. A terminal apparatus according to Claim 12, wherein the face detection unit (108) is arranged to measure a size or area parameter of a detected face in said image, and to transmit a control signal indicative of the parameter to control a progressive decrease the bandwidth with decreasing measured size.

16. A terminal apparatus according to Claim 12, wherein the face detection unit (108) is arranged to perform face recognition and to transmit a control signal for causing a decrease the bandwidth if a recognized face is not detected.

17. A terminal apparatus according to Claim 12, arranged to support user controlled switching between a first mode wherein said increasing and decreasing is active dependent on dynamic detection of the face and a second mode wherein face detection dependent bandwidth control is disabled.
18. A terminal apparatus (16) for use in communication with a further apparatus (10) via a link, the terminal apparatus (16) comprising:
- an interface (164) for communicating with the further terminal apparatus (10) via the link;
- a bandwidth adjustment unit (162) having a bandwidth control input coupled to the network interface (164), the bandwidth adjustment unit (162) being arranged to decrease and increase a bandwidth used for image data for controlling image content on a display screen (104) of the further apparatus (10), upon reception of signals that are indicative of no-detection and detection of a face in an image from the further apparatus (10) respectively.

19. A communication network for communicating with a terminal (10) with a display screen (104) coupled and a camera unit (106) directed at a region from which the display screen (104) can be viewed, comprising:
- a network interface (20) for communication with the terminal (10) via a link;
- a bandwidth adjustment unit (22) arranged to adjust a bandwidth of image data that is transmitted through the link for controlling image content on the display screen (104), the bandwidth adjustment unit (22) having a bandwidth control input responsive to a face detection signal indicative of detection of a face in an image from the camera unit (106), to adjust to a relatively higher and lower bandwidth when a face is detected and not detected respectively.

20. A communication network according to claim 19, comprising a face detection unit (24) coupled to the link, for receiving further image data from the terminal from the camera unit (106) and to perform face detection on said further image data to form the face detection signal.

21. A communication network according to claim 19, wherein said link is a wireless communication link.

22. A communication network according to claim 21, comprising a mobile telephone interlace (20) coupled to said link.
23. A method of operating a communication system that comprises a terminal (10) with a network interface (100) for communicating with a communication network (14) via a link, the terminal (100) comprising a display screen (104) coupled to the network interface (100) for displaying images received from the network interface (100) and a camera unit (106) directed at a region from which the display screen (104) can be viewed, the method comprising:
- detecting whether a face is visible in an image from the camera unit (106);
- causing a reduction and an increase of a bandwidth that is used to transmit image data via the link for controlling image content on the display screen (104), when a face is not detected and detected in the image respectively.

24. A method according to Claim 23, comprising:
- measuring a size or area parameter of a detected face in said image;
- further causing and a progressively decrease of the bandwidth with decreasing measured size or area.

25. A method according to Claim 23, comprising:
- performing face recognition and
- decreasing the bandwidth if no recognized face is detected.
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